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I ABSTRACT. The aim of the paper is to present a control law for feedback active 
cont rolled structures in which a control algorithm is proposed to identify the external ex-
citJtion with a time delay. The time duration in which the external excitation acts on the 
strJcture is devided into subintervals. In each subinterval the external excitation is identi-
fied and is then selected with the opposite sign as the control force for the next subinterval. 
The realization of the identification control algorithm in the practical application mainly 
deIJends on the computing capacity of the involved computer. and requires an investigation 
with respect to its robustness and stabilization. 
I 
1. Introduction 
In recent years much progress and new concepts have been archieved in the 
development of structural control in reducing the response during excessive vibra-
tions due to environmental loading Casciati et al. [2], Housner et al. [6], Kobori 
[7]. The !control of structural motions can be done by various means. Among them 
passive J nd active control systems represent fundamental approaches in the use of 
control strategies for response reduction in structures. The first approach proposes 
to reduce the energy of the environmental disturbances acting on the structure by 
transferrling its part in to other structural elements (secondary systems), while the 
latter usi s the control counterforces produced by actuators to balance the envi-
ronmental loading. Since in the first approach the structure does not receive any 
additional energy, the application of passive devices is usually effective up to a 
certain limit. A major disadvantage of the second approach is that in many cases 
of practihal interest, the required additional forces are too large existing actuators 
(for exailiple, the case of earthquake excitation). Thus, the third approach which 
presents the combination use of passive and active control systems leads to so 
called h~brid control systems as an adequate means of structural protection with 
a high lel el of performance against dynamic hazards. 
Since the objective is to control the structural response and external distur-
bances are a main source producing it, one may expect that the control problem 
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would be more simplified if both structural response variables and external distur-
bances could be measured during the structural motion. Thus, the case where the 
information on both the structural response quantities and external excitations 
are used for designing the control forces, leads to so called feedback-feedforward 
(or closed-open loop) active control. 
In the classical active control the active control forces can be used not only 
to reduce the structural response but they can be chosen in an optimal way Yao 
[18], Soong [14]. It seems that the active control problem for linear structures 
can be solved perfectly if there is not the following situation: it is usually that 
one is unable to measure the external excitation while the structural response can 
often be measured. Hence, it is obvious there is a need to look for new control 
laws to overcome this deficiency of classical optimal active control algorithms as 
above described. Many new and interesting control strategies and concepts have 
been proposed, such as reliability-based control, Spencer et al. [16], bounded state 
control, Lee and Kozin [9], Del Grosso and Zucchini [3], parametric and predictive 
control, Lai and Wang [8], Rodellar et al. [13], adaptive control based on the 
intelligent devices using fuzzy logic and neural networks, Casciati, Faravelli and 
Yao [1], Faravelli and Venini [4], Fu [5], Widrow and Lehr [17]. The aim of the 
paper is to present a control law for feedback active controlled structures. A 
control algorithm is proposed to identify the external excitation with a time.delay. 
2. Problem formulation 
SupposE1 that the feedback active controlled structures is modeled by an p-
degree of freedom system whose equation of motion is described by the nonlinear 
differential er uation 
Mz(t) + G(z(t),z(t)) = u(t) + f(t), (2.1) 
where M is the p x p mass matrix, z(t) = (z 1 (t), z2 (t) , . . . , zP(t)) is the p x 1 
displacement vector, G is a nonlinear function vector of displacement and veloc-
ity componehts, f(t) = (f 1(t),f 2(t), ... ,fP(t)) is the p x 1 vector representing 
the .external lexcitation. Since the feedback active control is considered, thus, the 
p x 1 control force vector provided by actuators u(t) is selected as a function of 
measured redponse. As the structural response mainly depends on the structural 
parameters dharacterizing the internal dynamics of the structure and on the ex-
ternal distur~ance, we consider first the structure free of external excitation and 
control force J 
M z(t) + G(z(t), z(t)) = 0. (2.2) 
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The free vibration of the system (2.2) is described as 
z(t) = z0 (t, z(t0 ) , z(to)), (2.3) 
where z(to), z(to) are initial displacement and velocity vectors of the structure. 
Suppose that the structure is designed in such a way that one has 
ll zo(t ,z(to),z(to)) ll < 81 (2.4) 
if 
ll z(to) II and ll z(to) 11 < c , (2.5) 
where /I · II is a norm, 81 and c are small positive numbers. To archieve (2.4) 
one may use methods of increasing the energy dissipation capacity to reduce the 
amplitudes of free vibration of the st ructure . At present , many passive energy 
dissipation devices , such as fric tion sliding and metallic yield dampers have been 
instcdled in struct ures in order to enhance energy dissipation in structural systems 
Soong and Dargush [15]. In particular , one may use a part of the active control 
force in the form of linear velocity feedback 
u1(.i(t)) = - S.i(t) (2.6) 
for increasing damping in the structure. In terms of the stability theory it is 
supposed that the equilibrium position of the system (2.2) , z = 0, z = 0 is stable 
in Lyapunov sense. Under this assumption the control problem for the system (2 .1) 
is to find the active control force u(t) necessary to keep t he displacement norm 
below specified bounds in the presence of any disturbances less than a certain 
value provided that the init ial values of t he displacement and velocity norms are 
sufficiently small. In t he m at hemat ical descript ion it means that 
find u(t) = u(t , z(t) , z(t) , z(t)) 
if // z(to) ll , ll z(to) ll < c1 and 
such that ll z(t) II < 8 
ll f(t) 11 < c2 . (2.7) 
Since the undisturbanced structure is stable it is seen obviously that the best 
control law here would be that 
u(t) = - f(t). (2.8) 
Indeed with the control law (2.8) the external excitation is totally eliminated. 
However, as it has been mentioned above the external excitation is unknown a 
priori, so the best control law (2.8) can not be realized in the practical application. 
The idea involved in the control law (2.8), however, may be used in a modified 
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way. Although that the history of the external excitation can not calculated or 
measured in real time it can be identified piecewise with a time delay. It will be 
shown later the control law can be defined as 
u(t) = -f(t - L\), (2.9) 
where L\ is the time delay due to the response measurement and computation of 
control law. In this case the sum of external excitation and control force takes the 
form 
f(t) + u(t) = f(t) - f(t - L\). (2.10) 
It seems that if L\ is sufficiently small the total force acting on the structure will 
be small too. More detail will be discussed later. 
3. Control algorithm 
In this section a control algorithm will be constructed to show how the history 
of the external excitation can be identified with a time delay. For convenience let in 
the equation (2.1) M =I where I is the unit matrix. Let T be the time duration of 
action of external excitation. Further, let all components of the displacement vec-
tor can be measured during the structural motion and all components of velocity 
and acceleration vectors can be calculated in a short time from the corresponding 
components of the displacement vector as their first and second derivatives. The 
interval [O , T] is devided into n small equal intervals of the length L\ where L\ is a 
small positive number whose value will be discussed later. Thus, one has 
T = nL\. 
For any given function vector, m(t) the following notation is introduced: 
{ 
m(t) 
mk(t) = 
0 
(k - l)L\ ::; t ::; kl\ 
othewise 
k = 1, 2, . , . , n. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
The control force u(t) will be constructed m every time subinterval Tk = 
[(k - l)L\ ::; t::; kl\] as follows: 
In T1 = [O::; t::; L\], let 
· u 1 (t) = 0. (3.3) 
The structural response is described by the following system 
(3.4) 
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In the subinterval T1 the displacement vector is measured and velocity and ac-
celeration vectors are calculated, thus , the external excitation can be determined 
from (3.4): 
f1(t) = z1(t) + G(z1(t) , z1(t)). (3.5) 
In T2 = [~::::; t::::; 2~], let 
u2(t) = -f1(t - ~) _ -{z1(t - ~) + G(z1(t - ~),zi(t - ~))}. (3 .6) 
The structural response is described by the following system 
(3.7) 
In the subinterval T2 the displacement vector is measured and velocity and ac-
celeration vectors are calculated. The control force is given by (3.6). Thus, the 
external excitation can be calculated from (3.7): 
or 
In Tk = [(k - 1)~ ::::; t ::::; k~ ] , let 
Uk(t) = - fk-1(t - ~) 
k-1 
(3.8) 
(3.10) 
= - L {zs(t - (k - s)~) + G(zs(t - (k - s)~),z 8 (t - (k - s)~))} : 
s=l 
The structural response is described by the following system 
(3.11) 
In the subinterval Tk the displacement vector is measured and velocity and ac-
celeration vectors are calculated. The control force is given by (3.10). Thus, the 
external excitation can be calculated from (3.11) : 
(3.12) 
or 
k 
fk(t) = L {z 8 (t - (k - s)~) + G(zs(t - (k - s)~),zs(t - k- s)~))}. (3.13) 
s=l . 
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In Tn = [(n - 1)~::; t::; n~ ], let 
(3.14) 
n-1 
- - L {zs(t - (k - s)~) + G(:is(t - (k - s)~),z8 (t - (k - s)~))}. 
s=l 
The structural response is described by the following system 
Zn(t) + G(zn(t), Zn(t)) = Un(t) + fn(t) . (3.15) 
In the subinterval Tn the displacement vector is measured and velocity and ac-
celeration vectors are calculated. The control force is gi~en by (3.14). Thus, the 
external excitation can be calculated from (3.15): 
fn(t) = Zn(t) + G(:in(t),zn(t)) - Un(t) 
or 
n 
fn(t) = L {zs(t - (k- s)~) + G(zs(t - (k- s)~) , zs(t - (k - s)~))}. (3 .16) 
s=l 
Since Tn is the last time subinterval of the time duration external excitation the 
control algorithm is terminated here. 
4. Mathematical proof of the control algorithm 
The mathematical proof of the control algorithm proposed can be set up as 
follows. Suppose the free vibration of the structural system (2.1) satisfied the 
condition (2.4) prove that if time delay ~ is sufficiently small the control force 
(3.10) 
uk(t) = - fk_i(t - ~), or u(t) = -f(t - ~) (4.1) 
will yield 
llz(t) II ::; o . (4.2) 
provided some conditions. It is seen that this mathematical problem is serious 
and is thus not solved in the paper. However, some discussions will be given here 
for marking the control strategy more clear. The proposed control idea is based 
on the intuitive consideration that the small external excitation will produce from 
the structure stable at the equilibrium position only small vibrations if there is no 
resonance or other similar mechanisms. The proposed control force can balance 
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the external excitation if the latter has uniform bounded derivative on the time 
interval [O, T] and the time delay ti. is sufficiently small. In fact , denoting 
b(t) = u(t) + f(t) = f(t) - f(t-:- .6.) (4.3) 
one has 
llb(t) I/ = ll f(t) - f(t - ti.) // = 11 !'(().6. ll = .6. 1/ f'(() ll ::; E: (4.4) 
if 
ll J'(() ll < a, and ti. < c/ a, (4.5) 
where a and E: are positive values, ~ is a p x 1 constant vector and 11( 11 < .6.. 
Further, consider the case where the structure can be modeled as a linear system 
with bounded impulse response funct ion h(t). This requirement is satisfied if the 
linear system is stable. If 81 and E: are sufijciently small one has 
t 
ll z(t) ll = ll zo(t , z(to), z(to)) + / h(s){u(t - s) + f(t - s)}ds ll 
to 
t 
::; ll zo(t, z(to), z(to) ll + j llh(s)b(t - s) ll ds 
t o 
t 
::; 81 + / ll h(s) !l ll b(t - s) ll ds ::; 81 + {JE:T::; 8 
t o 
(4.6) 
if 81 and E: are sufficiently small positive numbers , {3 is the bound of the impulse 
response function 
ll h (t) 11 < f3 . (4 .7) 
Thus, one has proved that if the linear structure is stable the control algorithm 
proposed can keep the structural response smaller than any bound provided that 
the initial displacement and velocity vectors and time delay .6. are sufficiently 
small. 
5. Use of parallel computing 
For practica.l application the identification control algorithm proposed should 
be transferred into-computer control algorithm which is then implemented in a 
software. As it has been seen in the previous section the effectiveness of the 
identification control algorithm essentially depends on the value of the time delay 
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subinterval /::).. in which on-line measurement and computation are conducted in 
every step. As smaller the value /::).. smaller the controlled structural response. 
Thus, the problem of how to minimize the computation real time in the computer 
control algorithm is needed to investigate. In this context, recent remarkable 
progresses in computing technology may be used to solve the problem. In fact, 
the use of modern computing facilities allows to explore problems which were 
totally impractical earlier. In particular, when serial computers reach fundamental 
limits in performance parallel computers may be used to increases computing 
execution speed and accuracy. Parallel computers have been utilized in many 
field of engineering and in particular in control, see Proceedings of First World 
Conference on Parallel Computing in Engineering [12], Pai [11], Marsi et al. [10]. 
To investigate the possibility of use of parallel computing to solve our control 
problem let consider again the identification control algorithm. At each time 
subinterval once the displacement vector is known from measurement the following 
computations are required: 
a) Calculation of all components of velocity and acceleration vectors, namely, 
b) Calculation of all components of external excitation, namely, f 1 ( t), 
f 2(t), ... , fP(t). 
It is obvious that all the computation requirements involved .in a) and b) 
can straightforward be conducted in parallel computing. Thus, the parallel com-
puting block can be defined as follows. Suppose the computer has m processors: 
P1 , P2 , • •• , Pm, the computation distribution and the information exchange be-
tween them are following: 
1) Processor Pi computes zK; (t) and zK; (t) for (i - l)[p/m] ~Ki ::; i[p/m], 
i = 1,2, ... ,m. 
2) All processors exchange their calculation results to each other 
3) Processor Pi computes fK; (t) for (i - l)[p/m] ::; Ki ::; i[p/m], 
i = 1,2, ... ,m. 
The identified external excitation in the current time subinterval will be se-
lected with opposite sign as the control force for the next time subinterval. 
6. Numerical simulation 
For the numerical simulation we consider a single degree of freedom structure 
subjected to deterministic excitation. Thus, the external excitation force is taken 
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in a sinusoidal form: 
f (t) =sin 5t + 0.1sin23t. (6.1) 
The equation of motion of the structure is described by the following second order 
differential equation · 
z(t) + 2~wz(t) + w2z(t) = u(t) + f(t), (6.2) 
where~ ~ 0.03 and w = 14. The time duration of action of the external excitation 
is [O, 5]. The identified algorithm for feedback active control is used to reduce the 
response of the system (6.2). The corresponding time-delay subinterval is taken 
as ~ = 0.05 (1 % of the time durat.ion of action) and the control force after the 
identification procedure has the form u(t) = -f(t - ~) . The result is shown in 
Fig. 1 where two curves are presented: one with points is uncontrolled response 
10;3.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--, 
0 
-1 
-z 
Fig. 1. Numerical simulation 
a) the curve with points is uncontrolled response, b) the continuous curve is controlled response 
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and another (continuous line) is controlled response. It is seen that the magnitude 
of the controlled response is equal approximately a half of the magnitude of the 
uncontrolled response. The controlled effect could be better if the time delay 
would be smaller. 
7. Conclusion 
In recent years much progress and new concepts have been archieved in the 
development of the structural control in reducing the response during the ex-
cessive vibr.ation due to environment loading such as earthquakes and winds as 
above described. Although many new and interesting control strategies have been 
proposed, there is always a need to look for new control laws to overcome the 
deficiency of the classical optimal active control algorithms. The aim of the paper 
is to present a control law for feedback active controlled structures in which a 
control algorithm is proposed to identify the external excitation with a time delay. 
The time duration in which the external excitation acts on the structure is devised 
into subintervals. In each subinterval the external excitation is identified and is 
then selected with the opposite sign as the control force for the next subinterval. 
The realization of the identification control algorithm in the practical application 
mainly depends on the computing capacity of the involved computer and requires 
an investigation with respect to its robustness and stabilization. 
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THUA.T TOAN NHA.N D~NG CHO LY THUYET D IEU KHIEN 
TieH eve PHAN Hor 
Bai bao trlnh bay lu~t dieu khi~n cho h~ ket cau du-qc dieu khi~n theo each 
tlch Clf'C phan hoi, theo do m<}t thu~t toan dieu khi~n drrqc de ngh! nhclm xac d!nh 
ngo~i lv-c v&i m9t sv- ch~m ve thai gian. Khoang thai gian trong d6 ngo~i hrc tac 
dc;mg len h~ ket cau drrqc chia lam n khoang nho. T~i m6i khoang thai gian nho 
ngo~i h_rc du-qc XaC d!nh Va sau do Se dlrQ'C ch9n v&i dau ngli'Q'C l~i d~ lam hrc dieu 
khi~n cho khochig thM gian nho tiep theo. Sl! ap d\lng thu~t toan dieu khi~n tren 
trong thl,l'C te ph\1 thu9c vao kha nang Va toe de? CUa may tinh dU'Q'C cai d~t trong 
h~ ket cau. Trong moi quan h~ d6 vi~c stl- dvng ky thu~t tinh song song da du-qc 
de c~p nhrr m9t phmmg ti~n rut ng~n thai gian tinh toan. 
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